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HOMOTOPY TYPES OF PARTIAL QUOTIENTS FOR A CERTAIN CASE
XIN FU
Abstract. In this paper, we determine the homotopy type of the quotient space Z
∆km
/S1
d
,
given by the moment-angle complex Z
∆km
under the diagonal circle action.
1. Introduction
For a simplicial complex K on [m] = {1,2, . . . ,m}, a moment-angle complex ZK is defined by
a union of product spaces, i.e., ZK = ⋃
σ∈K
(D2, S1)σ, where (D2, S1)σ denotes Y1 × . . . × Ym for
which Yi = S1 if i ∉ σ and otherwise Yi =D2. Hence, by definition, a moment-angle complex has
a natural coodinatewise Tm-action. The partial quotient is the quotient space ZK/H , where H
is a subtorus (a subgroup isomorphic to a torus).
The cohomology of partial quotients ZK/H is identified with an appropriate Tor-algebra due
to Panov [10]. In addition, Franz [6] introduced the twisted product of Koszul complex whose
cohomology algebraically isomorphic to H∗(ZK/H) and also showed that the cup product of
partial quotients differs with the standard multiplication on the Tor-algebra in general but they
are isomorphic provided if 2 is invertible in the coefficient.
Besides, the homotopy theoretical applications of moment-angle complexes are beautiful.
Bahri-Bendersky-Cohen-Gitler [2] showed that the suspension of a moment-angle complex splits
into a wedge of suspensions of the geometrical realisations of full subcomplexes. Porter [11] and
Grbic´-Theriault [7, 8] proved that the homotopy type of moment-angle complexes for shifted
complexes is a wedge of spheres. In particular, the k-skeleton ∆km of an (m − 1)-simplex is a
simplicial complex consisting of all subsets of [m] with cardinality at most k + 1. It is a typical
example of shifted complexes and there is a homotopy equivalence Z∆km ≃
m
⋁
j=k+2
(m
j
)(j−1
k+1
)Sk+j+1
(see [7, Corollary 9.5]). We adapt these ideas to study the partial quotient Z∆km/S1d and prove
the following statement.
Theorem For 0 ≤ k ≤m − 2, there is a homotopy equivalence
Z∆km/S1d ≃ CP k+1 ∨ Z∆km−1 ∨ ( k∨i=1S2i−1 ∗ Z∆k−im−i−1) ∨ (S2k+1 ∗ Tm−k−1).
Note that if k =m−2, then by definition, the quotient space Z∆m−2m /S1d is CPm−1. The content
of Section 2 provides key lemmas for proceeding the proof of the main result in Section 3.
Acknowledgement. I would like to express my gratitude to Prof. Jelena Grbic´ for her pa-
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2. Preliminaries
LetK be a simplicial complex on [m]. We always assume that ∅ ∈K. Let CAT(K) be its face
category whose objects are faces ofK and morphisms are face inclusions. A CAT(K)-diagram F
of CW-complexes is a functor from CAT(K) to CW∗, where CW∗ denotes the category of based,
connected CW-complexes.
We describe a construction of homotopy colimit for a CAT(K)-diagram F , following a con-
struction of the homotopy colimit in [2, 13] for a diagram P Ð→ CW∗, where P is a poset
(partially ordered set). A CAT(K)-diagram F is equivalent to a diagram from a poset K¯ to
CW∗, where K¯ denotes the poset associated toK which has elements consisting of faces ofK, or-
dered by the reverse inclusion. Then the construction hocolim
σ∈K
F (σ) relies on the order complex
∆(K¯), which is ConeK ′, the cone on the barycentric subdivision of K. We adapt the construc-
tion in [2, Section 4] of homotopy colimit for a diagram P Ð→ CW∗ to a CAT(K)-diagram F ,
since objects and morphisms in CAT(K) form a poset which is exactly K¯.
Recall that ConeK ′ has a vertex set {σ ∈K} including the empty face. For σ ∈K, denote by
X(σ) the full subcomplex of ConeK ′ on the vertex set {τ ∈ K ∣ σ ⊆ τ}. For faces σ ⊆ τ of K,
then X(τ) is a subcomplex of X(σ) and denote by jτ,σ ∶X(τ)Ð→ X(σ) the simplicial inclusion.
Note that X(∅) = ConeK ′. With a CAT(K)-diagram F and a subface σ of τ , there are two
types of related maps α and β defined by
α = id ×F (iσ,τ)∶ X(τ) ×F (σ) Ð→ X(τ) ×F (τ)
β = jτ,σ × id∶ X(τ) ×F (σ) Ð→X(σ) × F (σ).
Given a CAT(K)-diagram F of based CW complexes, the homotopy colimit of F is a disjoint
union ∐
σ∈K
X(σ) ×F (σ) after identifications
(1) hocolim
σ∈K
F = (∐
σ∈K
X(σ) ×F (σ))/ ∼
where (x, u) ∼ (x′, u′) whenever α(x, u) = β(x′, u′).
Let us denote T σ = {(t1, . . . , tm) ∈ Tm ∣ tj = 1 if j ∉ σ} is a ∣σ∣-torus for σ ⊆ [m]. Thus the
quotient group Tm/T σ = {(t1, . . . , tm) ∈ tm ∣ tj = 1 if j ∈ σ} is an (m− ∣σ∣)-torus. For σ ⊆ τ ⊆ [m],
there exists a quotient map Tm/T σ Ð→ Tm/T τ projecting tj to 1 if j ∈ τ but j /∈ σ. This
defines a CAT(K)-diagram D(σ) = Tm/T σ. We show that the moment-angle complex provides
a candidate for the homotopy colimit of the CAT(K)-diagram D(σ).
Example 2.1 (moment-angle complex). Consider a CAT(K)-diagram D defined by D(σ) =
Tm/T σ with quotient maps Tm/T σ Ð→ Tm/T τ for σ ⊆ τ of K. We describe the homotopy
colimit of D by (1). First, for every σ ∈ K, we have X(σ) × F (σ) ⊆ X(∅) × F (∅). We
conclude that every element (x,u) from X(σ) × F (σ) is equivalent to the same element (x,u)
in X(∅) × F (∅) by considering the two types of maps α and β corresponding to ∅ ⊆ σ. Thus
hocolim
σ∈K
D ≃X(∅)×F (∅)/ ∼. To describe the equivalence relation on X(∅)×F (∅), we rely on
the transitive property of an equivalence relation. That is to say, (x,u) ∼ (x′,u′) in X(∅)×F (∅)
if and only if there exists σ ∈ K and an element (y,v) ∈ X(σ) × F (σ) such that (x,u) ∼ (y,v)
and (y,v) ∼ (x′,u′). In this way, we have x = y = x′ and uj = u′j for j /∈ σ, where uj and u′j are
the j-th coordinate of u and u′ respectively. Note that uj = u′j for j /∈ σ if and only if u−1u′ ∈ T σ.
Then, we have
hocolim
σ∈K
D ≃ ConeK ′ × Tm/ ∼
where (x,u) ∼ (y,u′) if and only if for some σ ∈K, x = y ∈X(σ) and u−1u′ ∈ T σ. Note that the
space ConeK ′ ×Tm/ ∼ is Tm-equivariantly homeomorphic to ZK , where Tm acts on the second
coordinate (see [3, 4]).
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An analogy to this is that if H ∩T σ is trivial, then the partial quotient ZK/H is a candidate
of homotopy colimit for a CAT(K)-diagram E by E(σ) = Tm/(T σ ×H) and quotient maps.
2.1. Fibration sequences. We apply Puppes theorem [12] to get homotopy fibrations. Our
exposition below follows a description due to [5, p.180].
Let E be a CAT(K)-diagram of spaces and let B be a fixed space. By a map f ∶ E Ð→ B
bewteen E and B, we mean that f is a natural transformation from E to Top with a constant
evaluation f(σ) = B for every σ ∈ E . With a map f from E to a fixed space B, there ex-
ists an associated diagram of fibres by taking the objectwise homotopy fibre. To be precise,
a CAT(K)-diagram Fibf of fibres is defined by taking Fibf(σ) to be the homotopy fibre of
fσ ∶ E(σ) Ð→ B and morphisms Fibf(σ) Ð→ Fibf(τ) to be the corresponding maps between
fibres induced by the map E(σ) Ð→ E(τ) for σ ⊆ τ in K.
Given a map f ∶ E Ð→ B, there are two topological spaces associated. One is the homotopy
fibre of an induced map f¯ ∶hocolim
σ∈K
E(σ) Ð→ B and another one is hocolim
σ∈K
Fibf(σ), the homotopy
colimit of the CAT(K)-diagram of fibres induced by f . Puppe’s theorem states when these two
spaces have the same homotopy type.
Theorem 2.2 ([5, 12]). Let E be a CAT(K)-diagram of spaces, let B be a fixed connected space
and let f ∶ E Ð→ B be any map bewteen E and B. Assume that for σ ⊆ τ in CAT(K), the
following diagram is commutative
E(σ) E(τ)
B B.
Then the homotopy fibre of the induced map f¯ ∶hocolim
σ∈K
E(σ) Ð→ B is homotopy equivalent to
the homotopy colimit of a CAT(K)-diagram Fibf of fibres.
Puppe’s theorem indicates the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let H be a subtorus of Tm of rank r satisfying H ∩ T σ = {1} for every σ ∈ K.
Then the quotient map ZK
q
Ð→ ZK/H makes the following diagram of homotopy fibrations
commutative up to homotopy
ZK DJK BTm
ZK/H DJK B(Tm/H)
q
j
Bpi
(Bpi)○j
where j is a canonical inclusion.
Proof. If H ∩ T σ is trivial for every σ ∈K, then we have a diagram of fibrations
(2)
Tm/T σ BT σ BTm
Tm/(T σ ×H) BT σ B(Tm/H).
Bpi
Consider the Davis-Januszkiewicz space as DJK = (BS1,∗)K ≃ hocolim
σ∈K
BT σ. The inclusion
jσ ∶BT σ Ð→ BTm and its composition with the quotient map pijσ ∶BT σ Ð→ B(Tm/H), give
two maps from a CAT(K)-diagram DJ (by sending σ ∈K to (BS1,∗)σ) BTm and B(Tm/H),
respectively. By the fibre bundles (2), the CAT(K)-diagrams D with D(σ) = Tm/T σ and
morphisms are projections, and E with E(σ) = Tm/(T σ ×H) and morphisms are projections,
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are the induced CAT(K)-diagrams of fibres for (BS1,∗)K jÐ→ BTm and (BS1,∗)K (Bpi)○iÐ→
B(Tm/H), respectively. Objectwise, the quotient map D(σ) Ð→ E(σ) is the induced map
between fibres.
Note that these two maps j and (Bpi) ○ j satisfy the condition in Puppe’s theorem. A direct
consequence of Puppe’s theorem is that hocolim
σ∈K
D(σ) and hocolim
σ∈K
E(σ) are the homotopy
fibres of maps DJK
j
Ð→ BTm and DJK
(Bpi)○j
Ð→ B(Tm/H), respectively. According to the
construction (1) of the homotopy colimit, the objectwise quotient map D(σ) Ð→ E(σ) will
induce a quotient map between X(∅) ×D(σ)/ ∼ and X(∅) × E(σ)/ ∼. These candidates (1)
of the homotopy colimit of D and E are homeomorphic to ZK and ZK/H . When we replace
X(∅)×D(σ)/ ∼ and X(∅)×E(σ)/ ∼ by ZK and ZK/H due to the homeomorphism, the quotient
map between X(∅) ×D(σ)/ ∼ and X(∅) ×E(σ)/ ∼ induces the quotient map between ZK and
ZK/H , since X(∅) ×D(σ)/ ∼ and ZK are H-equivariantly homeomorphic. 
Remark: It can be shown that if K does not have ghost vertices, then these two fibration
sequences in Lemma 2.3 splits after loop because of the existence of sections in both cases. The
long exact sequence of homotopy groups associated to ZK/H Ð→ DJK Ð→ B(Tm/H) implies
that ZK/H is simply-connected. The condition thatH∩T σ is trivial for every σ ∈K is equivalent
to that H acts freely on ZK .
2.2. Homotopy pushouts of fibres. Here we rely on Mather’s Cube Lemma [9] to obtain a
homotopy pushout among fibres.
Lemma 2.4 (Cube Lemma [9, 1]). Consider a cube diagram whose faces are homotopy com-
mutative.
A′
~~⑥⑥
⑥
⑥
⑥
⑥
⑥
⑥
//

B′

~~⑤⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
C′ //

D′

A
~~⑤⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
// B
}}⑤⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
C // D
If the bottom square A−B−C−D is a homotopy pushout and all four sided square are homotopy
pullbacks, then the top square A′ −B′ −C′ −D′ is also a homotopy pushout.
Given a map D Ð→ Z, there is a commutative diagram
A B
C D
Z.
A special case of cube lemma observes that the top square A′ −B′ − C′ −D′ is obtained by
taking the homotopy fibre, respectively, through mapping each A,B,C,D into a fixed space Z
given a map D Ð→ Z. So that, if A−B−C −D is a homotopy pushout, then the square of fibres
on the top A′ −B′ −C′ −D′ is a homotopy pushout too.
In particular, a pushoutK1 ←ÐK1∩K2 Ð→K2 of simplicial complexes gives rise to a pushout(BS1,∗)K2 ←Ð (BS1,∗)K1∩K2 Ð→ (BS1,∗)K1 of Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces, where (BS1,∗)K
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denotes the polyhedral product allowing the ghost vertices, considering the corresponding sim-
plicial complex as a subcomplex of K1 ∪K2. Since (BS1,∗) is a pair of CW complexes, the
maps between Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces induced by simplicial inclusions are cofibrations. So
this pushout in terms of Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces is also a homotopy pushout. Mapping(BS1,∗)K to BTm and B(Tm/H) as in Lemma 2.3, we have the homotopy fibres ZK and
ZK/H . Hence by Lemma 2.4, there are two homotopy pushouts in terms of moment-angle
complexes ZK and their quotients ZK/H and the maps among them are induced by simplicial
inclusions.
If K1 is a subcomplex of K, denote by ZK1 the moment-angle complex allowing ghost vertices
on the vertex set of K. For two based spaces X and Y , the half-smash product is X ⋉ Y ≃
X × Y /X × ∗ and the join is X ∗ Y ≃ ΣX ∧ Y . Under the assumption of Lemma 2.3, the next
statement follows.
Lemma 2.5. Let K =K1∪K2 on [m]. Suppose that H is a subtorus of Tm such that H ∩T σ ={1} for any σ ∈K. There is a commutative cube diagram
Z
K1∩K2
xxrr
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
//

Z
K2

zz✉✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
Z
K1
//

ZK

Z
K1∩K2
/H
yyrr
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
// Z
K2
/H
zz✉✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
Z
K1
/H // ZK/H
where the top and bottom are homotopy pushouts, whose maps are induced by simplicial inclu-
sions and all vertical maps are quotient maps.
Proof. The is a consequence of Cube Lemma and Lemma 2.3. 
Example 2.6. Let K be the following simplicial complex with K1 and K2 pictured below.
Consider the diagonal S1-action on ZK .
K
1
2 3
4
K1
1
2
4
K2
1
3
4
In this case, we have the following spaces (up to homotopy)
Z
K1∩K2
≃ S1 × S1, Z
K1∩K2
/S1d ≃ S1, ZKi ≃ S1 × S5, ZKi/S1d ≃ S5, i = 1,2.
The diagram in Lemma 2.5 indicates a homotopy commutative diagram by a replacement of
spaces due to homotopy equivalences
S1 × S1
∗×id
yyss
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
id×∗
//

S1 × S5

yyss
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
S5 × S1 //

ZK

S1
∗
yyss
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
∗
// S5
yytt
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
S5 // ZK/S1d
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where the top and bottom square are homotopy pushout. Since the fundamental group pi1(S5)
is trivial, the homotopy types of ZK and ZK/S1d are
ZK ≃ S1 ∗ S1 ∨ (S1 ⋉ S5) ∨ (S5 ⋊ S1) and ZK/S1d ≃ S2 ∨ 2S5.
We continue to consider the homotopy types of Z∆km/S1d by taking a pushout of simplicial
complexes in the next section.
3. Homotopy types of partial quotients
In this section, we study homotopy types of ZK/S1. In particular, we determine the homotopy
type of the quotient space Z∆km/S1d under the diagonal action. We first consider properties of
moment-angle complexes under subtorus actions in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let K be a simplicial complex on [m] and let H be a subtorus of Tm acting on
ZK and r = rankH.(a) For σ ∈K, (D2, S1)σ is an H-invariant subspace of ZK . Consequently, for any simplicial
subcomplex L ⊆K, ZL is an H-subspace of ZK .(b) Let Φ∶H × ZK Ð→ ZK be the action map. Then there exists a homeomorphism sh∶H ×
ZK Ð→ H ×ZK such that p2 ○ sh = Φ, where p2 is a projection H ×ZK Ð→ ZK .(c) The action map Φ∶H × ZK Ð→ ZK induces a map Φ¯∶H ⋉ ZK Ð→ ZK with a homotopy
cofibre CΦ¯ ≃H ∗ZK .
Proof. (a) Since H is a subtorus of Tm, there is an isomorphism T r ≅ H < Tm given by a
choice of basis and an m×r integral matrix S = (sij) such that g = (g1, . . . , gm) ∈H has the form
gi = t
si1
1 . . . t
sir
r with (t1, . . . , tr) ∈ T r. Let z = (z1, . . . , zm) ∈ (D2, S1)σ, that is, zi ∈D2 if i ∈ σ and
zi ∈ S1 if i ∉ σ. Recall that S1 acts on D2 by a rotation. Thus if zi ∈ IntD2, then gi ⋅ zi ∈ IntD2
and if zi ∈ ∂D2, then gi ⋅ zi ∈ ∂D2. Therefore, gi ⋅ zi ∈ D2 if i ∈ σ, otherwise gi ⋅ zi ∈ S1. Thus
g ⋅ z = (g1 ⋅ z1, . . . , gm ⋅ zm) ∈ (D2, S1)σ.
(b) Define the shearing map H × ZK
sh
Ð→ H × ZK by sh(g,z) = (g,Φ(g,z)) for g ∈ H and
z ∈ ZK . It is a homeomorphism with inverse sh
−1(g,z) = (g, g−1z). Thus p2 ○ sh = Φ.
(c) Let ∗ be the base point (1, . . . ,1) of ZK . Since the image Φ∣H×∗ is in Tm and the inclusion
Tm Ð→ ZK is null homotopic, thus Φ∣H×∗ is also null homotopic. The homotopy cofibration
H ↪ H ×ZK Ð→ H ⋉ZK gives an induced map Φ¯∶H ⋉ZK Ð→ ZK with Φ¯ ○ q ≃ Φ. Note that
H ∗ ZK is the homotopy pushout of H
p1←Ð H × ZK p2Ð→ ZK . By the second statement, the
shearing map sh is a homeomorphism and Φ = p2 ○ sh, H ∗ ZK is the homotopy pushout of
H
p1←ÐH ×ZK ΦÐ→ ZK . Pinching out H , we have CΦ¯ ≃H ∗ZK . 
3.1. Free circle actions. Now we focus on circle actions on ZK . Suppose that S1 ≅ H ={(ts1 , . . . , tsm) ∣ t ∈ S1} is a circle subgroup Tm, where si ∈ Z. Let Λ be the associated integral
matrix of the projection Tm Ð→ Tm/H . The relation between S and Λ is as follows. Since H is a
circle subgroup of Tm, there exists an integral m×(m−1)-matrix S′ such that the m×m-matrix
(S ∣ S′) is invertible, where S = (s1, . . . , sm). Then (Λ′Λ) is the inverse matrix of (S ∣ S′) where
Λ′ = (λ′ij) is an integral (1×m)-vector and Λ = (λij) is the integral (m−1)×m-matrix representing
the quotient map Tm Ð→ Tm/H . Following this, if s1 = ±1, then the matrix (s1 0s Im−1) has
an invertible matrix ( s1 0
−s1s Im−1
), where s = (s2, . . . , sm). Thus Λ = (−s1s Im−1) such that
KerΛ =H .
The next statement applies to the special case of quotient spaces ZK/S1 under free circle
actions when K has ghost vertices.
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose that {v} is a ghost vertex of K. Let S1 acts on ZK by (s1, . . . , sm). If
sv = ±1, then S1 acts on ZK freely and ZK/S1 ≃ ZL, where L =KV¯ is the full subcomplex of K
on V¯ = V (K)∖ {v}.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume {1} is a ghost vertex ofK. Then ZK = S1×ZL,
where ZL is an S1-space by (s2, . . . , sm). If s1 = ±1, then S1-action on ZK is an S1-diagonal
action on the product space S1 ×ZL. Let Φ,Φ−1 be maps S1 ×ZL Ð→ ZL where Φ is the group
action and Φ−1(g,z) = (g−1,z). Then if s1 = 1, Φ−1 will induce an S1-equivariant homeomor-
phism ZK/S1 = S1 ×S1 ZL ≅ ZL, whose inverse is given by sending z ∈ ZL to [(1,z)] ∈ ZK/S1.
Similarly, if s1 = −1, then the action map Φ will induce an S1-equivariant homeomorphism. 
For a simplicial complex K and v ∈ V (K), let
LinkK(v) = {σ ∈K ∣ (v) ∗ σ ∈K,v ∉ σ}
StarK(v) = {σ ∈K ∣ (v) ∗ σ ∈K} = (v) ∗ LinkK(v)
RestK(v) = {σ ∈K ∣ V (σ) ⊆ V (K) ∖ {v}}.
There exists a pushout of simplicial complexes
LinkK(v) RestK(v)
StarK(v) K
which induces a topological pushout of corresponding Davis-Januszkiewicz spaces. Mapping
these spaces to B(Tm/S1), denote by FLink, FStar and FRest the correspond homotopy fibres,
respectively. Then there is a diagram of homotopy pushouts as follows.
FLink
uu❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
//

FRest

vv♠♠
♠♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
♠
FStar //

ZK/S1

(BS1,∗)LinkK(v)
vv❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧
❧❧
❧❧
// (BS1,∗)RestK(v)
vv♥♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
(BS1,∗)StarK(v) // (BS1,∗)K
If a circle action on ZK satisfies the condition in Lemma 3.2, it is possible to identify the
homotopy types of these fibres for special cases.
Theorem 3.3. Let S1 acts on ZK freely. Assume that there exits a vertex v ∈ K such that
sv = ±1.(a) There exist homotopy equivalences
FLink ≃ ZLinkK(v), FRest ≃ ZRestK(v), FStar ≃ ZLinkK(v)/S1.
(b) The quotient space ZK/S1 is the homotopy pushout of the diagram
ZLinkK(v)/S1 q←Ð ZLinkK(v) ιÐ→ ZRestK(v)
where ι is the map induced by the simplicial inclusion LinkK(v) Ð→ RestK(v) and q is the
quotient map.
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Proof. (a) Without loss of generality, assume that v = {1}. Since LinkK(1) and RestK(1) are
on the vertex set {2, . . . ,m}, FLink ≃ ZLinkK(1), FRest ≃ ZRestK(v) by Lemma 3.2. Since S1 acts
on ZStarK(1) freely, its quotient ZStarK(1)/S1 is homotopy equivalent to the Borel construction
ES1 ×S1 ZStarK(1), where ZStarK(1) = D
2
×ZLinkK(1). Since S
1 acts on ZLinkK(1) freely, FStar =
ZStarK(1)/S1 ≃ ES1 ×S1 ZStarK(1) ≃ ES1 ×S1 (D2 ×ZLinkK(1)) ≃ ZLinkK(1)/S1.
(b) It suffices to identify the maps between these fibres. Since s1 = ±1, the matrix Λ represent-
ing the projection Tm Ð→ Tm/S1 is given by (−s1s Im−1) with s = (s2, . . . , sm)t. Therefore,
the composite BTm−1
Bj
Ð→ BTm Ð→ B(Tm/S1) is the identity map, where j is an inclusion
of Tm−1 to the last m − 1 coordinates of Tm. Thus for L being LinkK(1) or RestK(1), the
composite (BS1,∗)L Ð→ BTm BΛÐ→ B(Tm/S1) is the standard inclusion (BS1,∗)L Ð→ BTm−1
if Tm−1 is identified with Tm/S1. Therefore, the map between the fibres FLink Ð→ FRest is the
inclusion between the corresponding moment-angle complexes ZLink
ι
Ð→ ZRest.
There exists an induced free circle action on ZLinkK(1) given by g ⋅ (z2, . . . , zm) = (gs2 ⋅
z2, . . . , g
sm ⋅ zm). We first note that Im s = {(ts22 , . . . , tsmm ) ∣ (t2, . . . , tm) ∈ Tm−1} is a circle
subgroup of Tm−1. Because we assume that {1} ∈ K, the freeness condition of a circle ac-
tion on ZK implies that gcd(s2, . . . , sm) = 1. To see that this induced action is free, send(z2, . . . , zm) ∈ ZLinkK(1) to (0, z2, . . . , zm) ∈ ZStarK(1). The isotropy group of (0, z2, . . . , zm) un-
der the original S1-action by (s1, s2, . . . , sm) is equal to the isotropy group of (z2, . . . , zm) under
the induced S1-action by (s2, . . . , sm). Since the original S1-action acts on ZStarK(1) freely,
the isotropy group of (0, z2, . . . , zm) is trivial, which means that the S1-action on ZLinkK(1) by(s2, . . . , sm) is free.
This circle subgroup of Tm−1 has an associated integral matrix pi representing the quotient
map Tm−1 Ð→ Tm−1/S1. There is a homotopy commutative diagram of fibrations
(3)
ZLinkK(1) (BS1,∗)LinkK(1) B(Tm/S1)
ZLinkK(1) (BS1,∗)LinkK(1) BTm−1
ZLinkK(1)/S1 (BS1,∗)LinkK(1) B(Tm−1/S1)
ZLinkK(1)/S1 BS1 × (BS1,∗)LinkK(1) BS1 ×B(Tm−1/S1)
(BΛ)○i
≃
q
η
Bpi
γ=(Bpi)○η
j2 j2
id×γ
where the top rectangle is obtained by Tm/S1 being identified with Tm−1, the second rectangle
is due to Lemma 2.3, and q is a quotient map and j2 is an inclusion into the second coordinate.
In fact, the homotopy fibration at the bottom row in (3) is equivalent to the homotopy
fibration obtained by mapping (BS1,∗)StarK(1) to B(Tm/S1)
FStar Ð→ (BS1,∗)StarK(1) (BΛ)○iÐ→ B(Tm/S1).
The relation between (s2, . . . , sm) and pi implies that Tm/S1 is isomorphic to Im s× Impi, where
Im s and Impi are torus groups with rank 1 and m−2, respectively. Thus there are isomorphisms
Tm/S1 M1Ð→ Im s × Impi M2Ð→ S1 × Tm−2, which are represented by an (m − 1) × (m − 1)-integral
invertible matrices M1 and M2. Let M = M2M1. Composing BM with (BΛ) ○ i, we have a
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diagram of homotopy fibrations
(4)
FStar (BS1,∗)StarK(1) B(Tm/S1)
F (BS1,∗)StarK(1) BS1 ×BTm−2
(BΛ)○i
BM
(BM)○(BΛ)○i
where the left square is homotopy commutative and the right one is commutative and all vertical
maps are homotopy equivalences.
Since (BS1,∗)StarK(1) = BS1 × (BS1,∗)LinkK(1), the composite (BM) ○BΛ ○ i = id× γ. Com-
bining these homotopy commutative diagrams (3) and (4), the simplicial inclusion LinkK(1)Ð→
StarK(1) induces a quotient map of the fibres ZLinkK(1) qÐ→ ZLinkK(1)/S1. 
In some special case, the map ZLinkK(v) Ð→ ZRestK(v) is null homotopic. For example, if for
some v ∈K such that LinkK(v) = ∅, then ZLinkK(v) Ð→ ZRestK(v) is null homotopic ([8, Lemma
3.3]). If so, there is a homotopy splitting of the quotient ZK/S1.
Corollary 3.4. Let K and S1 satisfy the assumption in Theorem 3.3. Suppose that for the
same vertex v, the map ZLinkK(v) Ð→ ZRestK(v) is null homotopic. Then there exists a homo-
topy splitting ZK/S1 ≃ ZRestK(v) ∨ Cq, where Cq is the homotopy cofibre of the quotient map
ZLinkK(v)
q
Ð→ ZLinkK(v)/S1.
In particular, if LinkK(v) = ∅, then ZK/S1 ≃ ZRestK(v) ∨ S2 ∨ (S1 ∗ Tm−2).
Proof. If the map ZLinkK(v) Ð→ ZRestK(v) is null homotopic, there is an iterated homotopy
pushout
ZLinkK(v) ∗ ZRestK(v)
ZLinkK(v)/S1 Cq ZK/S1.
q
Thus the first statement follows.
If LinkK(v) = ∅, then ZLinkK(v) ≃ Tm−1 and StarK(v) = {v}. Consider the following diagram
of fibration sequences
Z∅ ∗ B(Tm/S1)
Z∅/S1 BS1v B(Tm/S1)
ΩBTm−2 BS1v BS
1
×BTm−2.
q
p ≃ ≃
id×∗
Here the top diagram between homotopy fibrations is induced by ∅ Ð→ {v} and the bottom
diagram is an equivalence of fibration sequences, proved as a special case of diagram (4) in
Theorem 3.3, due to the isomorphism Tm/S1 ≅ S1 × Tm−2. Since p is a homotopy equivalence,
we have Cq ≃ Cpq. Note that the composition pq is induced by projecting Tm/S1 Ð→ Tm−2.
Precisely, it is the map Tm/S1 ≅Ð→ S1 × Tm−2 p2Ð→ Tm−2. Therefore, it remains to identify the
homotopy cofibre of p2.
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Let pi2∶X × Y Ð→ Y be a projection, where X and Y are two connected CW-complexes.
Consider the following homotopy commutative diagram
X × Y X ∗
Y X ∗ Y Cpi2
pi1
pi2
where the left and right diagrams are homotopy pushouts. Since X Ð→X ∗Y is null homotopic,
Cpi2 ≃ ΣX ∨X ∗ Y . Thus Cq ≃ ΣS
1
∨ (S1 ∗ Tm−2). 
Example 3.5. Denote by Zm the moment-angle complex corresponding to m disjoint points. If
S1 acts freely on Zm by (s1, . . . , sm) with some sj = ±1, then Zm/S1 ≃ Zm−1 ∨S2 ∨ (S1 ∗Tm−2).
3.2. Homotopy types of cofibres. In this section, we determine homotopy cofibre Ck,m of
the quotient map qk,m∶Z∆km Ð→ Z∆km/S1d under the diagonal action. Note that if K =∆km is on
the vertex set {1, . . . ,m}, then LinkK{1} is simplicially isomorphic to ∆k−1m−1 on the vertex set{2, . . . ,m}. Thus we have a pushout of simplicial complexes
∆k−1m−1 ∆
k
m−1
(1) ∗∆k−1m−1 ∆km.
This pushout implies homotopy pushouts of the corresponding moment-angle complexes and of
their quotient spaces under the diagonal action by Lemma 2.5.
(5)
S1 ×Z∆k−1
m−1
S1 ×Z∆k
m−1
Z∆k−1
m−1
Z∆km
id×∗
∗×id fk,m
Z∆k−1
m−1
Z∆k
m−1
Z∆k−1
m−1
/S1d Z∆km/S1d
≃∗
qk−1,m−1 gk,m
where fk,m is a map induced by the simplicial inclusion ∆
k
m−1 Ð→ ∆
k
m and the map gk,m is
induced by fk,m between the quotient spaces.
The left diagram in (5) implies an iterated homotopy pushout
S1 ×Z∆k−1
m−1
S1 S1 ×Z∆k
m−1
Z∆k−1
m−1
S1 ∗Z∆k−1
m−1
Z∆km
∗×id fk,m
which induces the following iterated homotopy pushout after pinching out S1
(6)
S1 ⋉Z∆k−1
m−1
∗ S1 ⋉Z∆k
m−1
Z∆k−1
m−1
S1 ∗Z∆k−1
m−1
Z∆km .
∗⋉id f¯k,m
hk,m
Thus the right square of (6) implies a splitting homotopy cofibration S1 ⋉Z∆k
m−1
f¯k,m
Ð→ Z∆km Ð→
Cf¯k,m , where the homotopy cofibre Cf¯k,m is homotopic to S
1
∗Z∆k−1
m−1
.
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Since the map Z∆k−1
m−1
Ð→ Z∆k
m−1
is null homotopic, the right homotopy pushout in (5) also
implies an iterated homotopy pushout
(7)
Z∆k−1
m−1
∗ Z∆k
m−1
Z∆k−1
m−1
/S1d Ck−1,m−1 Z∆km/S1d .
qk−1,m−1 gk,m
h
′
k,m
The right square of (7) implies a splitting homotopy cofibration Z∆k
m−1
gk,m
Ð→ Z∆km/S1d Ð→ Cgk,m ,
where the homotopy cofibre Cgk,m is homotopic to Ck−1,m−1.
Lemma 3.6. There exists a homotopy equivalence Z∆km/S1d ≃ Z∆km−1∨Ck−1,m−1, where Ck−1,m−1
is the homotopy cofibre of the quotient map Z∆k−1
m−1
Ð→ Z∆k−1
m−1
/S1d.
Hence, to determine the homotopy type of Z∆km/S1d, it suffices to determine the homotopy
type of Ck,m.
Lemma 3.7. There exists a homotopy commutative diagram
(8)
S1 ⋉Z∆k
m−1
Z∆k
m−1
Z∆km Z∆km/S1d
Φ¯−1
f¯k,m
gk,m
qk,m
where Φ¯−1 is induced by the map S1 ×Z∆k
m−1
Φ
−1
Ð→ Z∆k
m−1
given by Φ−1(t,z) = t−1 ⋅ z.
Proof. The simplicial inclusion ∆km−1 Ð→∆
k
m gives rise to a commutative diagram
S1 ×Z∆k
m−1
S1 ×S1
d
Z∆k
m−1
Z∆km Z∆km/S1d
α
fk,m β
qk,m
where the horizontal maps α and qk,m are quotient maps and β is a map between quotient
spaces induced by fk,m. By Lemma 3.2, there is a homotopy equivalence
S1 ×S1
d
Z∆k
m−1
η
≃ Z∆k
m−1
where η sends [(t,z)] to Φ−1(t,z). It follows easily that η ○ α(t,z) = t−1 ⋅ z = Φ−1(t,z). Thus,
replacing S1 ×S1 Z∆k
m−1
by its homotopy equivalent space Z∆k
m−1
due to η, there is a homotopy
commutative diagram,
S1 ×Z∆k
m−1
Z∆k
m−1
Z∆km Z∆km/S1d
Φ−1
fk,m β○η
qk,m
where β ○η coincides the map gk,m in the diagram (5), since they are the maps induced by fk,m
after we have chosen an certain homotopy type of quotient spaces.
Since the restriction of Φ−1 to the first coordinate S1 is null homotopic, we obtain the homo-
topy commutative diagram in the statement. 
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The homotopy commutative diagram (8) gives rise to the following homotopy commutative
diagram
(9)
S1 ⋉Z∆k
m−1
Z∆k
m−1
S1 ∗Z∆k
m−1
Z∆km Z∆km/S1d Ck,m
Cf¯k,m Cgk,m Qk,m
Φ¯−1
f¯k,m
gk,m
qk,m
rk,m r′k,m
φk,m
where each row and column is a homotopy cofibration and the first row is due to Lemma 3.1(c).
The homotopy pushouts (6) and (7) imply that Cf¯k,m ≃ S
1
∗Z∆k−1
m−1
and Cgk,m ≃ Ck−1,m−1 and
the first and second columns of (9) are splitting homotopy cofibrations.
We will determine the homotopy type of Ck,m. The idea is to find simplicial complexes L
k
j,m
such that their quotient spaces under diagonal actions give the homotopy type of the cofibre of
the quotient map. We firstly identify the homotopy type of maps φk,m.
Lemma 3.8. Let K = ∆km and L
k
1,m = K ∪∆{1,2,...,m−1}. Then Cf¯k,m ≃ ZLk1,m and ZLk1,m/S1d ≃
Cgk,m . Under these homotopy equivalences, the map φk,m can be taken the quotient map
ZLk
1,m
Ð→ ZLk
1,m
/S1d.
Proof. Since K ∩∆{1,2,...,m−1} =∆km−1, we have a pushout of simplicial complexes
∆km−1 ∆{1,2,...,m−1}
∆km L
k
1,m.
There are two homotopy pushouts of topological spaces, one of moment-angle complexes and
one of quotient spaces of moment-angle complexes
Z∆k
m−1
× S1 S1
Z∆km ZLk1,m
∗×id
fk,m and
Z∆k
m−1
∗
Z∆km/S1d ZLk1,m/S1d .
gk,m
Pinching out S1 in the left pushout above, we have a homotopy cofibration
(10) Z∆k
m−1
⋊ S1
f¯k,m
Ð→ Z∆km Ð→ ZLk1,m .
Taking the corresponding quotient spaces of (10) and the homotopy commutative diagram (9),
there exists a homotopy commutative diagram of homotopy fibrations
Z∆k
m−1
⋊ S1 Z∆km ZLk1,m
Z∆k
m−1
Z∆km/S1d ZLk1,m/S1d.
f¯k,m
qk,m
gk,m
Thus the maps φk,m in (9) are quotient maps up to homotopy and Cf¯k,m ≃ ZLk1,m and ZLk1,m/S1d ≃
Cgk,m ≃ Ck−1,m−1. 
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We have identified the homotopy type of Ck−1,m−1 as ZLk
1,m
/S1d. We will continue to show
that the homotopy cofibre Ck,m has the following form.
Theorem 3.9. There exists a homotopy equivalence
Ck,m ≃ CP k+2 ∨ (k+1∨
i=1
S2i−1 ∗Z∆k+1−i
m−i
) ∨ (S2k+3 ∗ Tm−k−2).
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 3.9 is to construct a sequence of simplicial complexes
Lkj,m and iterate to determine the homotopy types of their quotient spaces under the diagonal
action. We give an explicit construction of these simplicial complexes Lkj,m from the k-skeleton
∆km.
Denote by ∆{i1,...,ip} a simplex on vertices {i1, . . . , ip}. Let Lk0,m = ∆km. Define Lk1,m =
∆km∪∆{1,2,...,m−1} and L
k
j,m = L
k
j−1,m∪∆{1,...,m̂−j+1,...,m}, where m̂ − j + 1 means that this vertex
is omitted.
We first prove that the simplicial inclusion Lk−1j,m Ð→ L
k
j,m induces a null homotopic map on
corresponding moment-angle complexes.
Lemma 3.10. For 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1, the inclusion J ∶ZLk−1
j,m
Ð→ ZLk
j,m
is null homotopic.
Proof. Let K = ⋃
m−j+1≤q≤m
∆{1,...,qˆ,...,m−1}. Thus ZK = ( ∏
m−j
D2) × Z∂∆j−1 , where ∂∆j−1 is the
boundary of a simplex on vertices {m − j + 1, . . . ,m}. Note that Lkj,m = ∆km ∪K and ZLk
j,m
=
Z∆km ∪ZK .
First, there is a filtration of simplicial complexes ∆k−1m ⊆ (1) ∗∆k−1m−1 ⊆ ∆km, where ∆k−1m−1 in
the middle is on vertices {2, . . . ,m}, which implies a filtration of simplicial complexes Lk−1j,m ⊆((1) ∗∆k−1m−1) ∪K ⊆ Lkj,m. In particular, ((1) ∗∆k−1m−1) ∪K = (1) ∗ (∆k−1m−1 ∪K1), where K1 is
the full subcomplex of K on vertices {2, . . . ,m}. Thus, the inclusion J factors through the
corresponding moment-angle complexes
ZLk−1
j,m
i1
Ð→D2 × (Z∆k−1
m−1
∪ZK1) i
′
1
Ð→ ZLk
j,m
.
By the construction of Lkj,m, ∆
k−1
m−1 ∪K1 = L
k−1
j,m−1 which is a full subcomplex of L
k−1
j,m on vertices{2, . . . ,m}. Denote by r1 the retraction ZLk−1
j,m
Ð→ ZLk−1
j,m−1
. Then the map i1 factors through r1
and a coordinate inclusion ι1∶ZLk−1
j,m−1
Ð→ D2 ×ZLk−1
j,m−1
up to homotopy. Namely, there exists a
diagram
ZLk−1
j,m
ZLk−1
j,m−1
D2 ×ZLk−1
j,m−1
ZLk
j,m
i1
r1 J
ι1 i′
1
where the left triangle is homotopy commutative and the right one is commutative. In particular,
the composition i′1ι1 coincides with the map induced by the simplicial inclusion L
k−1
j,m−1 Ð→ L
k
j,m
which has a filtration Lk−1j,m−1
j2
Ð→ Lkj,m−1
j
′
2
Ð→ Lkj,m.
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The same strategy applies for Lk−1j,m−1
j2
Ð→ Lkj,m−1. Repeating the above procedure, there are
diagrams for 1 ≤ q ≤m − k − 1
(11)
ZLk−1
j,m−q+1
ZLk−1
j,m−q
D2 ×ZLk−1
j,m−q
ZLk
j,m−q+1
ZLk
j,m−q
iq
rq jq
ιq
jq+1
i′q
j′q+1
where each Lk−1j,m−q is a full subcomplex of L
k−1
j,m−q+1 on vertices {q+1, . . . ,m}, the top left triangle
is homotopy commutative and the other two are commutative.
If q =m−k−1, observe the composition ZLk−1
j,k+1
jm−k
Ð→ ZLk
j,k+1
j′m−k
Ð→ ZLk
j,k+2
. Since Lkj,k+1 is a full
subcomplex of Lkj,k+2 on vertices {m − k, . . . ,m}, it contains all subsets of {m − k, . . . ,m} with
cardinality at most k + 1. Thus Lkj,k+1 is a simplex, which means that jm−k is null homotopic.
Chasing the homotopy commutative diagram (11), jm−k is a factor of J up to homotopy. Hence,
J is null homotopic. 
Proposition 3.11. There exist homotopy equivalences ZLk
j,m
≃ S1 ∗ZLk−1
j−1,m−1
and ZLk
j,m
/S1d ≃
Cqk−1
j−1,m−1
, where Cqk
j,m
denotes the homotopy cofibre of the quotient map ZLk
j,m
qkj,m
Ð→ ZLk
j,m
/S1d.
Consequently, we have the homotopy types of the following spaces
ZLk
j,m
≃
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
S2j−1 ∗Z
∆
k−j
m−j
if 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1
S2k+3 if j = k + 2
and
ZLk
j,m
/S1d ≃
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
CP k+1 ∨ ( k∨
i=j
S2i−1 ∗Z∆k−i
m−i−1
) ∨ (S2k+1 ∗ Tm−k−2) if 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1
CP k+1 if j = k + 2.
Proof. If 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1, observe that LinkLk
j,m
(m) = Lk−1j−1,m−1 and RestLk
j,m
(m) = ∆{1,...,m−1}.
We have two homotopy pushouts of corresponding moment-angle complexes and their quotient
spaces under the diagonal action
ZLk−1
j−1,m−1
× S1 S1
ZLk−1
j−1,m−1
ZLk
j,m
∗×id
id×∗ and
ZLk−1
j−1,m−1
∗
ZLk−1
j−1,m−1
/S1d ZLkj,m/S1d .
qk−1j−1,m−1
Thus ZLk
j,m
≃ S1 ∗ ZLk−1
j−1,m−1
and ZLk
j,m
/S1d ≃ Cqk−1
j−1,m−1
. Iterating ZLk
j,m
≃ S1 ∗ ZLk−1
j−1,m−1
, we
obtain the homotopy equivalences ZLk
j,m
≃ S2j−1 ∗Z
∆
k−j
m−j
for 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1.
Next consider that LinkLk
j,m
(1) = Lk−1j,m−1 and RestLk
j,m
(1) = Lkj,m−1. Consider the homotopy
pushouts of corresponding moment-angle complexes and their quotient spaces under the diagonal
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action
S1 ×ZLk−1
j,m−1
S1 ×ZLk
j,m−1
ZLk−1
j,m−1
ZLk
j,m
id×∗
∗×id f
k
j,m
and
ZLk−1
j,m−1
ZLk
j,m−1
ZLk−1
j,m−1
/S1d ZLkj,m/S1d.
≃∗
qk−1j,m−1 g
k
j,m
By Lemma 3.10, the simplicial inclusion LinkLk
j,m
(1)Ð→ RestLk
j,m
(1) induces a null homotopic
map on corresponding moment-angle complexes. Thus, there are two splitting homotopy cofi-
brations
S1 ⋉ZLk
j,m−1
f¯kj,m
Ð→ ZLk
j,m
Ð→ S1 ∗ZLk−1
j,m−1
ZLk
j,m−1
gkj,m
Ð→ ZLk
j,m
/S1d Ð→ Cqk−1
j,m−1
.
Thus, there are homotopy equivalences
ZLk
j,m
≃ S1 ∗ZLk−1
j,m−1
∨ S1 ⋉ZLk
j,m−1
and Cf¯k
j,m
≃ S1 ∗ZLk−1
j,m−1
≃ ZLk
j+1,m
ZLk
j,m
/S1d ≃ ZLk
j,m−1
∨Cqk−1
j,m−1
and Cgk
j,m
≃ Cqk−1
j,m−1
≃ ZLk
j+1,m
/S1d .
Iterating the homotopy equivalence ZLk
j,m
/S1d ≃ ZLkj,m−1 ∨ Cqk−1j,m−1 ≃ ZLkj,m−1 ∨ (ZLkj+1,m/S1d), we
have
(12) ZLk
j,m
/S1d ≃ ZLk
j,m−1
∨ZLk
j+1,m−1
∨ . . . ∨ZLk
k+1,m−1
∨ (ZLk
k+2,m
/S1d).
In the end, we identify the homotopy type of ZLk
k+2,m
/S1d .
If k = 0, then L02,m = ∆{1,...,m−1} ∪ ∆{1,...,m−2,m}, where two (m − 2)-simplices are glued
together along one common facet ∆{1,...,m−2}. In this case, we have
ZL0
2,m
= (∏
m−2
D2) × (D2, S1)∂∆1 ≃ S1 ∗ S1.
Since the diagonal action on ZK is free, the genuine quotient space has the same homotopy type
as its homotopy quotient. Hence, there is a homotopy equivalence
ZL0
2,m
/S1d ≃ ES1 ×S1
d
ZL0
2,m
= ES1 ×S1
d
((∏
m−2
D2) × (D2, S1)∂∆1) ≃ ES1 ×S1
d
(D2, S1)∂∆1 ≃ CP 1.
In general, the simplicial complex Lkk+2,m =
m
⋃
j=m−k−1
∆{1,...,jˆ,...,m}, where k + 2 simplices of di-
mension m− 2 (the “first” k + 2 facets of ∆m−1) are glued along the common face ∆{1,...,m−k−2}.
Thus, ZLk
k+2,m
= ( ∏
m−k−2
D2) × (D2, S1)∂∆k+1 . The diagonal action on ZLk
k+2,m
implies that the
genuine quotient space has the same homotopy type with its homotopy quotient. Hence, we
have
ZLk
k+2,m
/S1d ≃ ES1 ×S1
d
ZLk
k+2,m
= ES1 ×S1
d
(( ∏
m−k−2
D2) × (D2, S1)∂∆k+1) ≃ (D2, S1)∂∆k+1/S1d ≃ CP k+1.
By (12), there is a homotopy equivalence
ZLk
j,m
/S1d ≃ CP k+1 ∨ZLk
j,m−1
∨ZLk
j+1,m−1
∨ . . . ∨ZLk
k+1,m−1
≃ CP k+1 ∨ (S2j−1 ∗Z
∆
k−j
m−j−1
) ∨ (S2j+1 ∗Z
∆
k−j−1
m−j−2
) ∨ . . . ∨ (S2k+1 ∗ Tm−k−2)
≃ CP k+1 ∨ ( k∨
i=j
S2i−1 ∗Z∆k−i
m−i−1
) ∨ (S2k+1 ∗ Tm−k−2).

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Now we prove Theorem 3.9.
Proof of Theorem 3.9. The homotopy commutative diagram (9) shows that Ck,m ≃ ZLk+1
1,m+1
/S1d.
By Proposition 3.11,
Ck,m ≃ CP k+2 ∨ (k+1∨
i=1
S2i−1 ∗Z∆k+1−i
m−i
) ∨ (S2k+3 ∗ Tm−k−2).

Together with Lemma 3.6, we have the homotopy type of Z∆km/S1d.
Corollary 3.12. The homotopy type of Z∆km/S1d is Z∆km−1 ∨Ck−1,m−1.

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